
OPEN CALL
HTSSNASS:S COLLECTION 2021
www.howtosurvivesuperniceandsupersexy.shop 
A hybrid collection of digital & analog instructions in times of crisis.

Living in a dying world. How do we live? How do we survive?
The second edition HTSSNASS:S COLLECTION 2021 deals with the question of self-
empowerment. What resources, ideas, thoughts and ways did you figure out in 
dealing with crises? Especially in the face of climate catastrophes. Forest 
fires, floods, plagues of locusts: while the world was battling the virus, all 
continents were also affected by devastating ecological disasters. 
Environment refers to something with which a living being (or something that is 
treated analogously to a living being) has a causal relationship. 
We are constantly connected to what surrounds us. But our world is changing and 
running on fumes. Neo-cyborgs, connected to everything and at all times, but 
what kind of connection do we still have with ourselves and the creatures we 
threaten? For a long time, hegemonies of hypercapitalism determine and control 
our lives with numerous supposed promises of a fulfilled life. Material and 
immaterial exchange ensures survival, right? Really? 
We feel lost, but we don't want to see it all go down. To put it briefly   we are 
all in the same boat and in the end it is up to us to find strategies to 
survive and preserve the living creation around us. Which self-empowerment 
strategies can we develop with which we can protect ourselves and mother earth 
from the omnivorous force of the mighty? 

With these background ideas in mind, we would like to invite you to develop 
INSTRUCTIONS. Selected works will be published online and will be made available 
for free to everyone via a download link + will be published in the printed 
publication HTSSNASS:S COLLECTION 2021 as a part of SuperBOOKS at Haus der Kunst 
in Munich in November 2021. 

HOW TO PARTICIPATE/APPLY:

→ Formulate an INSTRUCTION on one PDF page. 
  [It can be a sentence, a drawing, a plan, a recipe, an exercise, a narrative,
   photography, painting, a note, or sth.else. Video-/Soundworks, URLs, etc. are
   possible by formulating a link/QRcode.]

→ Write a TEXT to introduce yourself [max.500 signs]

→ Send PDF + TEXT until 06  th   of June 2021   to: 

   mail@howtosurvivesuperniceandsupersexy.shop

HTSSNASS:S-TEAM 2021
Constanze Budcke + Oliver Haussmann + Nele Ka + Abir Kobeissi + Nata Togliatti 

[Questions? Feel free to contact us!]

http://www.howtosurvivesuperniceandsupersexy.shop/
mailto:mail@howtosurvivesuperniceandsupersexy.shop

